
Posted by Doggedly Adopter on 5/14/21 

 

If you love dogs, please read & share. 

 

I'm writing this post in the hopes that we can help innocent dogs end up in loving forever homes 

instead of being shuffled around between ill-suited homes or living 23 hours a day in a crate due 

to a narcissistic woman's ego. Barbara Zuluaga with Doggedly Dog Rescue Society in Houston 

TX needs to be shut down. 

 

We adopted Steel (who we re-named Steve) from Doggedly in August of 2020. We were not 

told that he had resource-guarding issues, even though I'm now aware that this was 

documented 4 months prior to our adoption. We welcomed Steve into our home & worked with 

him, & he did settle in eventually, but not without sending our boy Buster to the emergency vet 

after we had to choke Steve to get him off of Buster's neck. Steve just saw red when Buster 

went to lick his food bowl. He immediately acted remorseful & licked at Buster's wounds, & we 

are now aware of all of his triggers, so we're confident this won't happen again... 

 

but I'm now aware that others in the rescue tried to tell Barbara that Steve needed to be in a 

single-dog household. Barb ignored this information from people who had spent months with 

him, insisting she knew him best, even though she spent [at most] a week with him in Texas. 

 

Steve was found in the street with metal fragments embedded in his skull, after he was adopted 

out from a Petco event. He was shuffled around to a few different homes, one in which he was 

beat up by another dog who lived there, & the owner kept Steve crated immediately next to the 

dog that would attack him. Imagine the stress & anxiety he was going through every day! All of 

this could've been avoided if Barbara would've had an ounce of sense & homed Steve 

appropriately. 

 

We let Barbara know we needed to have Steve re-homed on March 9th, & for months she made 

excuse after excuse as to why she couldn't get Steve into a single-dog foster home. We were 

told that Ashley, Steve's foster mom that we had kept in touch with, was no longer with the 

rescue, but they were on good terms. Barbara REFUSED to let us help in the process, even 

after we told her we have great relationships with rescues up here & could certainly help. In late 

April, Barb had her assistant Kat contact us, who after a few more weeks, called & made 

accusations that Steve's behavior was our fault, & that they were going to put Steve on a truck 

back to TX. 

 

This broke our hearts, b/c we knew a 2-5 day drive on a truck crated next to many other dogs 

would be torture for Steve, & would likely set his temperament back to where he was before we 

even got him. We decided then & there that we were not letting Steve go back to TX, & we 

would find a forever home for Steve ourselves. 

 

On May 12th, Barbara contacted us threatening legal action to take Steve back, since she saw 

Steve's posting on PetFinder. Apparently Barb had been calling & leaving aggressive messages 



with other rescues in the greater Seattle area about "her dog." Hope & I had been watching 

Steve get better & better with Buster (they're starting to cuddle at times, & Steve even exposes 

his belly toward Buster, which is huge), & we decided then & there that we'll just keep Steve. 

This shit was way too weird, & we were NOT letting Steve go back to this fucked up rescue. 

 

But we had no idea how fucked up Doggedly Dog Rescue actually was. 

 

Over the last 24 hours, I've become aware of multiple stories that sound exactly the same. 

Barbara Zuluaga has manipulated many good people into helping her lie about these dogs, 

placing them into ill-suited homes, apparently taking some kind of sick pride in "proving" that the 

dogs can be rehabilitated by her, without actually doing any real work to rehabilitate them. 

 

I know of one case of a foster mom being sent to the emergency room by a dog that Barbara 

just had to save. She showed absolutely no remorse, & even managed to get that dog back 

before he was euthanized. I worry that this dog will harm other dogs or people when Barb 

inevitably re-homes him without being honest about his past. 

 

Once a dog needs to be returned to Doggedly due to Barbara mis-representing the dogs' needs, 

she turns around & blames everything on that adopter. I've heard from multiple adopters & 

potential adopters how she's talked shit about other people I've spoken to, completely lying 

about situations. 

 

Apparently Barbara once asked an adopter to put 2 dogs into an XXL crate (instead of 2 smaller 

crates), & when the adopter raised concerns about the dogs being aggressive, asked for a video 

proving this. Barbara then used this video as "evidence" that the adopters were the reason that 

the dogs were not in the right home. 

 

Barbara hordes dozens of dogs in crates for 20+ hours a day in her back room in Houston. This 

isn't illegal, but it certainly isn't humane. There even seems to be some evidence that the dogs 

she has adopted out have killed other dogs, & she has still re-homed them, without making that 

information known. She also raises thousands of dollars off of sad stories like Steve's, & doesn't 

always spend that money on the dogs. Where does it all go? 

 

Barbara Zuluaga should not be allowed within 10 feet of an animal for the rest of her life, let 

along running a dog rescue. Please share this information as wide as you can, especially if you 

know people in the dog rescue world, or in the Houston/Seattle area. 

 

If you are currently working with Doggedly as a foster, I would stop responding to Barbara & 

start working with a more reputable organization like Fairy Dogmother Rescue &  Rehab. If you 

would like some assistance, please contact me directly, & we'll do whatever we can to make 

sure Barbara can't harm another dog. 

 

Doggedly Dog Rescue Society needs to be shut down. 

 



Facebook Post  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/733200135/posts/10164815818895136/?d=n
























 


